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Does the sun have the power to transform humankind? In Solar Revolution, German biophysicist

Dieter Broers makes a compelling case, pointing to a wealth of scientific evidence that shows a

remarkable correlation between increases in solar activity and advances in our creative, mental, and

spiritual abilities. We are in the midst of a dramatic rise in solar disturbances, which have the ability

to affect Earth in alarming ways, disrupting the geomagnetic field, knocking out entire power grids,

and influencing the development of organisms and the ecology as a whole. Remarkably, solar

activity is predicted to peak toward the end of 2012â€”the same time the Mayans predicted the end

of days. But Broersâ€”who has for decades been studying the effect of electromagnetic fields on

biological systemsâ€”sees the coming shift not as an apocalypse, but as the dawn of a new age.

Drawing on research from a variety of scientific disciplines, Broers shows how this eruption of solar

activity is a positive thing for humanity, that it is boosting our brain capacity and expanding our

minds in ways we never imagined possible. Abilities now seen as extraordinary or

supernaturalâ€”such as telepathy, extrasensory perception, and off-the-charts intelligence

quotientsâ€”will become ordinary and natural ... and may very well help us solve the mounting global

crises we're now facing. Without a doubt, the way we think, feel, relate, communicate, and

experience reality has been changing dramatically in recent years, and Broers affirms those

changes will ultimately culminate in a new form of consciousness and harmony on Earth.

Humankind is going through an evolutionary leap, says Broers, and the process has already begun.
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"This is the kind of revealing knowledge that only an 'integrator scientist' could organize ... a

profoundly important document."â€” Dr. Michael A. Persinger, Full Professor, Behavioural

Neuroscience and Biomolecular Sciences Program, Laurentian University, Sudbury, Ontario,

Canada"Broers is a visionary scientist with the courage and commitment to elaborate on some of

the most difficult and critical aspects of society as a whole."Nassim Haramein, The Resonance

Project Foundation"As we face the great challenges of the twenty-first century, this exciting book

provides a positive perspective on how we, as proactive stakehoulders, are part of a true planetary

transformation."J. J. Hurtak, PhD, author of The Book of Knowledge: The Keys of Enoch"... a

visionary and practical assessment of the unimagined benefits of humankind's ultimate

challenge."â€” Barnet Bain, producer of What Dreams May Come and The Celestine Prophecy"... a

must-read for anyone who is experiencing the energy influx and consciousness awaking that is and

has been occurring on Earth."â€” Rollin McCraty, PhD, director of research at the

HeartMathResearch Center and cofounder of Global Coherence Initiative"... dares to cross the

boundaries of the scientific paradigm to successfully unveil the links between solar activity, the

center of our galaxy, and our spiritual and genetic evolution."â€” Alan Brain, communicator,

documentarian, and independent researcher at Losdivulgadores.com"... speaks both to the

emerging consciousness of humanity and to the inherent truth that resides in each of our hearts . . .

profoundly important to anyone who is troubled by whatâ€™s going on with our Earth and its

inhabitants, yet simultaneously moved by hope for a better world."â€” Robert Williams, founder and

chairman of Clarus and creator of Qlink/Sympathetic Resonance Technology"Dieter Broers reviews,

for the great public, reports and theories on a very timely topic. The take-home lesson, based on the

language of coperiodisms in and around us, is that the association of human mentality with either

planetary or interplanetary magnetism is significantlyprobable."â€” Franz Halberg, MD, codirector of

the Halberg Chronobiology Center at the University of Minnesota"[T]his book was extremely hard to

put down... Broers presents a strong argument with heavy research that solar flares effect mankind

and civilization more than we suspect."â€”Dreamspeaker"Broers demonstrates that indeed, solar

activity does physically create microscopic changes in our brain structure and how landmark

historical events (most recently, the 'Arab spring') have coincided with heavy solar flare

activity."â€”Zack Kopp, Examiner.com"[I]t's thoroughly refreshing to come across a scientist who

neither professes that he knows all the answers nor is dogmatic in the presentation of his ideas. His

investigations into the effect of electromagnetism on human consciousness, DNA and the planet

were both frightening in their possible effect but equally exciting in revealing the opportunities for

fundamental changes to human consciousness...I wholeheartedly recommend it." â€”Peter Morris,



LightoftheLogos.com

Dieter Broers has conducted research in the fields of frequency and regulation therapy since the

1980s. He headed an interdisciplinary research project, funded by the Federal Ministry for Research

and Technology, whose groundbreaking findings were used for the development of completely new

therapy devices for medical research. Broers has been granted patents in 85 different countries and

was invited to become a member of the International Council for Scientific Development (ICSD),

whose members include 100 Nobel prize winners. He is a member of the Committee for

International Research Centres and has, since 1997, been a biophysics director at the ICSD.
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